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ABSTRACT: The direct synthesis of dimethyl ether (DME) from
syngas is an exothermic process, which requires two different
catalyst functions in the same reactor: methanol (MeOH) synthesis
and dehydration to DME. The two functions can be intimately
mixed in hybrid pellets, located on separated pellets or coupled in
core@shell-engineered pellets. In this work, a multitubular fixed-
bed reactor, loaded with the catalyst configurations mentioned
above, has been investigated by mathematical modeling. It is shown
that the different spatial distribution of the active phases has a
drastic impact on reactor performance. Using the mechanical
mixture of separated pellets, the DME yield is hindered by
intraparticle diffusion limitations. The hybrid catalyst, minimizing the diffusion length between methanol synthesis and dehydration
catalyst functions, provides better DME yield performances but higher hotspot temperatures and can suffer from deactivation issues
due to the detrimental interaction between the two catalytic functions. The MeOH@DME configuration, which allows for a limited
contact between the catalyst active phases, guarantees DME yields comparable to those of hybrid pellets while moderating the
hotspot temperature.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dimethyl ether (DME) is a commodity mainly employed as a
propellant for aerosol spray, a solvent, and a refrigerant due to
its relatively low ozone depletion potential (ODP) and global
warming potential (GWP).1 In the past decades, there has
been a growing interest in the production of DME for
energetic uses: DME is indeed a possible substitute for liquid
petroleum gas (LPG) in domestic and industrial applications
due to the similar physical properties,2−5 while the high cetane
number, low CO2 emission, and the low NOx and particulate
formation during combustion make it a promising clean fuel
for compression diesel engines.2,3,6,7 DME can be also
employed as a hydrogen carrier by reforming in fuel
cells,2,3,8−10 as fuel for power generation,2,3,11,12 and as a
feedstock in the production of olefins13,14 and gasoline.
Starting from syngas, DME can be produced through two

possible routes: a two-step process (indirect synthesis)
consisting of methanol (MeOH) synthesis followed by
methanol dehydration to DME or a one-step process (direct
synthesis) in which DME is directly obtained from syngas in a
single reactor.15 The reactions involved in this latter process
are the methanol synthesis from CO and CO2 (reactions 1 and
2), water−gas shift (WGS) (reaction 3), and methanol
dehydration to DME (reaction 4)

HCO 2H CH OH, 90.5 kJ/mol2 3 r
0+ ↔ Δ = − (1)

HCO 3H CH OH H O, 49.4 kJ/mol2 2 3 2 r
0+ ↔ + Δ = −

(2)

HCO H O CO H , 41.1 kJ/mol2 2 2 r
0+ ↔ + Δ = −

(3)

H2CH OH CH OCH H O, 23.0 kJ/mol3 3 3 2 r
0↔ + Δ = −

(4)

The main reason for coupling the methanol synthesis and
dehydration reactions in the direct DME synthesis is the
beneficial effect on the reaction thermodynamic equili-
bria:16−18 methanol produced by 1 and 2 is consumed by 4
to form DME; meanwhile, water produced in 2 and 4 is
consumed by WGS (3). This potentially leads to higher syngas
per pass conversion and DME yield with respect to the indirect
synthesis.
Two main issues are related however to the direct DME

synthesis: the catalyst design15,19 and the thermal management
of the reactor.20−22 The catalyst design is challenging because
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two different catalytic functions are coupled in the same
reactor: a metallic function for the hydrogenation of COx to
methanol (reactions 1 and 2), which is typically associated
with the well-established commercial Cu/ZnO/Al2O3
(CZA),23 and an acidic function for the dehydration of
methanol to DME (reaction 4), typically activated on Al2O3 or
zeolites.24 The two functions can be intimately coupled in a
hybrid catalyst obtained either by mixing and pelletizing fine
powders of the two formulations or by synthetizing the
bifunctional material by coprecipitation or impregnation.19,25

The hybrid configuration is reported as the most efficient,
thanks to the close contact between the methanol synthesis
and methanol dehydration active sites.21 However, hybrid
catalysts can suffer from deactivation due to (i) the migration
of Cu and Zn to the acidic sites,26,27 (ii) the migration of Si to
the CZA catalyst,27 (iii) the pore blockage caused by
carbonaceous species deposition,28,29 or (iv) the sintering of
Cu nanoclusters due to the interaction of aluminosilicates and
Cu sites.28−32

The simplest way to avoid these issues consists of
minimizing the contact between the metallic and acidic active
phases, thus reducing their detrimental interactions, by loading
in the reactor-separated pellets for methanol synthesis and
methanol dehydration (configuration referred to as “mechan-
ical mixture” in the following). The mechanical mixture
configuration is anyway recognized as less efficient: the active
phases for methanol synthesis and dehydration are not in close
contact, with a partial loss of the synergistic effect due to mass
transport limitations.21

The use of structured patterns of active phase distribution
within a catalyst pellet has been considered for many decades
as a promising tool for optimization of reactor performances.33

In the specific case of DME direct synthesis, core−shell
(core@shell) catalysts34−44 have been recently proposed as a
tradeoff between the hybrid configuration and the mechanical
mixture configuration. Both the configuration with DME
synthesis function in the core and methanol synthesis function
in the shell (DME@MeOH)36 and the reverse one with the
methanol catalyst in the core and the DME catalyst in the shell
(MeOH@DME)34,35,37−44 have been synthetized and tested. It
has been shown that core@shell catalysts suffer less than
hybrid pellets from issues related to catalyst deactivation,43

while keeping a good synergy between methanol synthesis and
methanol dehydration functionalities. Moreover, in the core@
shell configuration, an intermediate inactive layer can be used
to avoid the direct contact between the two active phases with
consequent deactivation.35

Thermal management of the reactors, as previously stated,
represents another major issue in direct DME synthesis as a
consequence of the strong exothermicity of the process. All of
the reactions 1−4 are indeed exothermic. To carefully control
the catalyst temperature, externally cooled multitubular fixed-
bed reactors,20−22,45−47 slurry-phase reactors,48−51 fluidized-
bed reactors,52 and micropacked bed reactors53−56 have been
tested. Fixed-bed reactors are preferred at the industrial scale
for their simplicity and lower capital costs.15

Fixed-bed reactors have been modeled for simulation and
design purposes by means of (i) single-tube, one-dimensional
(1D), pseudohomogeneous models;18,45 (ii) 1D + 1D
heterogeneous models,20−22 which also account for the
concentration gradients inside the catalyst pellets; and (iii)
two-dimensional (2D) heterogeneous models,47 which also
describe the radial gradients within the reactor tubes. In

particular, industrial-scale reactor configurations with hybrid
pellets and a mechanical mixture of MeOH and DME catalysts
have been comparatively investigated by a 1D + 1D model.20,21

Notably, modeling studies considering the core@shell
configurations in large-scale reactors are not available in the
open literature to our knowledge. Besides, experimental
studies34−44 have been performed with small-size particles
(0.06−1.7 mm), which minimize intraporous diffusional effects
but cannot be directly scaled up to industrial configurations,
where pressure drops become an issue and pellets of millimeter
size must be adopted.
To fill this gap and to quantitatively address the effects of

different active phase distributions, hybrid pellets, mechanical
mixtures of methanol synthesis and methanol dehydration
pellets, and MeOH@DME and DME@MeOH core@shell
configurations are comparatively analyzed in this work by
means of 2D + 1D heterogeneous models of a single tube of an
externally cooled multitubular fixed-bed industrial reactor for
direct DME synthesis. Industrial benchmark catalyst formula-
tions are considered; i.e., CZA for methanol synthesis and γ-
alumina for methanol dehydration. The results are interpreted
through the detailed analysis of the reaction−diffusion
phenomena inside the catalyst pellets, highlighting the impact
of the active phase distribution on the DME yield and on the
thermal behavior of the fixed-bed reactor and pointing out the
potential advantages of using core@shell pellets.

2. METHODS

2.1. Reactor Model. A heterogeneous model of one single
tube of an externally cooled multitubular fixed-bed reactor for
the direct DME synthesis has been developed. The model
consists of i-species mass and energy 2D balances for the gas
phase, coupled with gas−solid continuity equations and 1D i-
species mass balance in isothermal spherical pellets. A 1D
momentum balance has been also implemented to evaluate
pressure drops along the tubes. The balance equations together
with kinetic expressions and correlations to estimate
physicochemical and transport properties have been imple-
mented in gPROMS commercial software for the numerical
solution of the boundary values problem.
Some differences in model equations exist for the various

catalyst configurations (mechanical mixture, hybrid, and core@
shell pellets), which are mostly related to the description of
internal concentration profiles in the catalyst. Accordingly, the
1D mass balance of isothermal pellets is first described in the
following.

2.2. 1D Pellet Mass Balance. The mass balances in the
solid phase consider the interaction between reaction and
diffusion phenomena inside spherical catalyst pellets. A Fickian
diffusion model is employed in the analysis; this choice has
been validated by comparison with a more rigorous dusty-gas
model based on Maxwell−Stefan diffusion equations57−61

(reported in Supporting Information S4).
Two separate mass balances for the i-species (5) are present

in mechanical mixture configuration, one for each k-catalyst
function (MeOH or DME catalyst)

x x
x D

x
R

k

1
MW 0,

MeOH, DME

i g
i k

i k
j

ij j k2
2

eff,
s, ,

s,
1

NR

,
i
k
jjjj

y
{
zzzz ∑ρ

ω
ρ ν∂

∂
∂

∂
+ =

=

=

(5)
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In the cases of hybrid and core@shell pellet configurations,
only one type of i-species mass balance (6) is present instead

x x
x D

x
x R

1
MW ( ) 0i g

i
i

k
k k

j
ij j k2

2
eff,

s,
s,

1

NR

,
i
k
jjjj

y
{
zzzz ∑ ∑ρ

ω
ρ ξ ν∂

∂
∂
∂

+ =
=

(6)

The volumetric fractions ξk(x) account for the distribution
of two different active phases (MeOH synthesis and methanol
dehydration to DME). In the case of the hybrid pellet, a
perfect mixing of the two catalytic functions is assumed and the
factors ξk(x) are constant and equal to the overall volumetric
faction ξk

ov (7)

x( )k k
ovξ ξ= (7)

On the contrary, in the core@shell catalyst pellets, two well-
defined zones (the core and the shell) are present, consisting of
the two active phases that activate methanol synthesis and
methanol dehydration, respectively. These layers are virtually
separated by an internal interface at x = rint. The internal radius
rint of the interface is calculated considering the overall catalyst
volumetric fraction as reported in eqs 8 and 9.

r r/ , for MeOH@DMEint
3

p
3

MeOH
ovξ= (8)

r r/ , for DME@MeOHint
3

p
3

DME
ovξ= (9)

Factors ξk(x) assume the value of 1 or 0 in the core or shell,
respectively, in correspondence to the active phase to which
they refer (10)

x x x r

x x x r

x x x r

x x x r

for MeOH@DME

( ) 0; ( ) 1

( ) 1; ( ) 0

for DME@MeOH

( ) 1; ( ) 0

( ) 0; ( ) 1

MeOH DME int

MeOH DME int

MeOH DME int

MeOH DME int

l
m
ooo
n
ooo

l
m
ooo
n
ooo

ξ ξ

ξ ξ

ξ ξ

ξ ξ

= = >

= = <

= = >

= = < (10)

The boundary conditions on the catalyst surface (x = rp) and
in the pellet center (x = 0) are the same for all of the
configurations analyzed (11)

x r

x
x0 0

i i

i

s, surf, p

s,

l
m
ooooo

n
ooooo

ω ω

ω

= =

∂
∂

= =
(11)

For MeOH@DME and DME@MeOH pellets, the con-
tinuity of fluxes between the two catalyst phases is also
imposed at the interface (12)

D
x

D
x

x ri
i

r
i

i

r

i r i r

eff,
s,

eff,
s,

int

s, s,

int int

int int

ω ω

ω ω

∂
∂

=
∂
∂

=

| = |
+ −

+ − (12)

2.3. Average Reaction Rate and Catalyst Effective-
ness Factor. The adopted kinetic model accounts for the
methanol synthesis from CO2 (2), WGS (3), and methanol
dehydration to DME (4). The average reaction rate inside the
catalyst pellet is calculated as reported in eq 13. In the case of
the hybrid pellet or the mechanical mixture configuration, the

integration domain corresponds to the whole pellet (between x
= 0 and rp), while in the case of the core@shell configuration,
the average rate is calculated in the interval between x = 0 and
rint for the core and between x = rint and rp for the shell.

R
R x x

r
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R x x

r r
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R x x
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3 d

3 d

3 d
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av,shell
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av,core 0 ,
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p
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∫

∫

∫

=

=
−

=
(13)

The k-catalyst effectiveness factor with respect to the j-
reaction is calculated as the ratio of the average reaction rate
inside the catalyst pellet to the reaction rate on the catalyst
external surface (14)

R

Rj k
j k

j k
,

,
av

,
surfη =

(14)

The effective reaction rates used in the 2D mass balances at
the reactor level are then calculated as the product of the
average reaction rate times the overall volumetric catalyst
fraction ξk

ov (15)

R Rj k k j k,
eff ov

,
avξ= (15)

2.4. 2D Reactor i-Species Mass Balance. The gas-phase
mass balances, written in cylindrical coordinates, include
convection, radial mass diffusion, and mass transfer between
gas and solid phases terms. Axial diffusion effects are neglected.
In the case of the mechanical mixture of pellets, the gas−

solid mass transfer term (16) accounts for the presence of the
two separated catalyst phases (MeOH and DME). Accord-
ingly, the specific surface areas of the k-catalyst av,k are
multiplied for the respective overall volumetric catalyst fraction
ξk

ov as reported in eq 17

W
z

D
r r r

K a

1
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0

i
i

i i

k
i k k i i

t
g,

g er,

2
g,
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g,
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i

k

jjjjjj
y

{

zzzzzz

∑

ω
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ω ω

ρ ω ω

−
∂
∂

+
∂

∂
+

∂
∂

+ −

= (16)

a
S

V
k(1 ), MeOH, DMEk kv,

ov p

p
ξ ε= − =

(17)

Two independent interphase continuity equations (18), one
for each k-solid phase, are required to balance the gas−solid
mass transfer and the rate of production/consumption of the i-
species.

K a R( ) MW(1 ) 0i k i k i i k
j

ij j kg m, v, g, surf , s,
1

NR

,
eff∑ρ ω ω ε ρ ν− + − =

=

(18)

In the cases of hybrid and core@shell pellet configurations,
only one gas−solid mass transfer term is needed (19) with the
specific surface area computed with eq 20
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V
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p
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(20)

The single interphase continuity equation (21) accounts for
the presence of the two different k-catalyst phases inside the
pellet.

K a R( ) (1 )MW

0

i i i i
k

k
j

ij j kg m, v g, surf, s,
1

NR

,
eff∑ ∑ρ ω ω ε ρ ν− + −

=

=

(21)

The boundary conditions for the mass balances (22) are the
same for all catalyst configurations

z
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r d
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∂
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= =

∂
∂

= =
(22)

2.5. 2D Reactor Energy Balance. The energy balance for
the gas phase accounts for the axial convection, the effective
radial heat conduction, and the heat transfer between the gas
and solid phases. Axial conduction terms are neglected (Lt/dp
> 1000). The consideration previously made for the mass
balances regarding the differences between the hybrid/core@
shell and mechanical mixture catalyst configurations also
applies to the energy balances.
The energy balance and the interphase continuity equations

for the mechanical mixture configuration are given by eqs 23
and 24, respectively. In this case, two different solid
temperatures Ts,k, one for each k-catalyst phase, are considered
with the corresponding gas−solid heat transfer and heat
generation terms.

WC
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j k jgs v, g s, s,
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r,∑ε ρ− + − −Δ =
=

(24)

Equation 25 describes the gas-phase energy balance equation
for the hybrid pellet and core@shell configurations.
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The interphase continuity equation (26) accounts for the
balance between the enthalpy gas−solid exchange and the
enthalpy generation

h a T T R H( ) (1 ) ( ) 0
k

k
j

ij j k jgs v g s s,
1

NR

,
eff

r,∑ ∑ε ρ ν− + − −Δ =
=

(26)

The boundary conditions (27) are the same for every
configuration
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The wall temperature is assumed equal to the boiling water
temperature Tcool used as the coolant.

2.6. Momentum Balance. The momentum balance (28)
is used to calculate the pressure drops along the reactor

W
P
z

f a 0
g

t
2 m v

ρ ∂
∂

+ =
(28)

A boundary condition at the reactor inlet is given (29)

P P z 00= = (29)

Low-pressure drops (ΔP < 1 bar) have been calculated in all
of the simulations.

2.7. Kinetic Scheme. The kinetic scheme developed by Ng
et al.62 for the direct DME synthesis is adopted for the
evaluation of the reaction rates. This scheme was obtained by
coupling the kinetics for methanol synthesis and methanol
dehydration to DME previously developed by Vanden Bussche
et al.63 and Berc ̌ic ̌ et al.,64,65 respectively. The kinetic
parameters were obtained in ref 62 by refitting the parameters
against the experimental data obtained under direct DME
synthesis conditions (50 bar, 250 °C, H2/COx = 1−4, CO/
COx = 0−1) using a CZA methanol synthesis catalyst and
Al2O3 as a dehydration catalyst. Rate expressions 30, 31, and
32 refer to methanol synthesis from CO2, reverse water−gas
shift, and methanol dehydration, respectively

R
k f f K f f f f

K f f K f K f

(1 (1/ )( / ))

(1 / )1
1 CO H eq,1 H O CH OH CO H

3

H O/H H O H H H H O H O
3

2 2 2 3 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

=
−

+ + + ′

(30)

R
k f K f f f f

K f f K f K f

(1 (1/ )( / ))

(1 / )2
2 CO eq,2 CO H O CO H

H O/H H O H H H H O H O

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

=
−

+ + + ′

(31)

R
k K C C C C K

K C K C

(1 ( / ))

(1 2 )3
3 CH OH

2
CH OH
2

H O DME CH OH
2

eq,3

CH OH CH OH H O H O
4

3 3 2 3

3 3 2 2

=
−

+ + ′′
(32)

All of the parameters in eqs 30, 31, and 32 are calculated
according to the equation reported in Table S1 (Supporting
information S1) taken from the literature references.52,62,66

Reaction rates R1 and R2 refer to the MeOH synthesis function,
while rate R3 refers to the DME synthesis function. Fugacities
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to be used in kinetic equations are calculated using the
gPROMS Multiflash 4.3 utility tools, which implement the
Redlick−Kwong−Soave (RKS) equation of state.
2.8. Physicochemical Properties and Transport

Correlations. The physical and chemical properties of the
reacting mixture (average molecular weight, specific heat,
density, viscosity, and thermal conductivity) are calculated
using the gPROMS Multiflash 4.3 utility tool. The viscosity
and conductivity are calculated using the “Super TRAPP”
model.67 Diffusivities and transport coefficients are calculated
according to literature correlations.68−75 Specifically, calcu-
lation methods of binary and gas mixture molecular diffusivities
are reported in Supporting Information S2.1, effective
intraporous diffusivities are reported in Supporting Informa-
tion S2.2, gas−solid mass and heat transport correlations are
reported in Supporting Information S2.3, effective radial
transport properties in catalyst bed are reported in Supporting
Information S2.4, and the friction factor used in pressure drop
calculations is reported in Supporting Information S2.5.
2.9. Numerical Solution Scheme. The numerical

solution of the resulting differential-algebraic system of
equations is obtained using the gPROMS software numerical
solver framework. A first-order backward finite-difference
method (BFDM) is used to discretize the axial coordinate,
while a third-order orthogonal collocation on finite elements
method (OCFEM) is used for the radial and the pellet
coordinates. A total of 50 discretization points are used along
the axial coordinate in a nonuniform grid: the points are
spaced using a logarithm transformation implemented in
gPROMS with a transformation parameter α = 15. Two
uniform finite elements for the radial coordinate are used.
Eight uniform finite elements for the hybrid and mechanical
mixture configurations are used for the internal pellet
coordinate, while in the case of the core@shell configuration,
four uniform finite elements for the shell and four for the core
are employed. The numbers of axial discretization points and
of radial and internal pellet finite elements were checked by a
convergence analysis. The discretization grid is visualized in
Supporting Information S3.
The resulting nonlinear algebraic equation system (130 950

equations in the mechanical mixture case, 66 900 equations in
hybrid and core@shell cases) is solved using the “BDNLSOL”
(Block Decomposition NonLinear SOLver) block decom-
position and triangularization method, implemented in
gPROMS, while the single blocks are solved with the
“SPARSE” solver based on a Newtonian-type method. The
relative convergence tolerance is set at 1 × 10−5 in the final
solution.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Hybrid vs Mechanical Mixture. The hybrid pellet

and the mechanical mixture configurations, which are
schematically represented in Figure 1, are compared in this
section.
Reactor design parameters and operating conditions adopted

in the simulations are reported in Tables 1 and 2. A 1 in
nominal diameter (internal diameter, dt = 25.65 mm) and 6 m
long tubes are taken as typical geometry from full-scale results
given in the literature.22,47 A 4.86 mm diameter of the spherical
catalyst particles is set, equal to the equivalent diameter of
typical commercial methanol catalyst particles.76 A feed
composition with a H2/CO molar ratio equal to 2:1, a CO/
CO2 ratio of 2:1, and an inert content (CH4) of about 8% is

considered as the inlet composition of direct synthesis DME
reactors operating within a recycle loop (see case A in Table
2). A weight ratio of MeOH/DME catalysts of 2 is assumed
according to ref 62, which results in a volumetric ratio of 1.5
considering the different catalyst bulk densities of CZA
methanol synthesis and Al2O3 dehydration catalysts.64,76 The
parameters (εp/τ and pore radius), used for the calculation of
effective diffusivities in methanol synthesis and dehydration
catalyst, respectively, are also reported in Table 1. In the case
of the hybrid pellets, the parameters are obtained as the
volume average of the values of the two catalysts. In the core@
shell pellets, the parameters change in the two different layers
according to the specific catalyst type.
The axial profiles of the cross-sectional average specific

molar flow rates of reactants (CO, H2, CO2) and products
(H2O, MeOH, DME) are plotted in Figure 2a,b, respectively.
The consumption of CO and H2 is faster in the case of the
hybrid pellet, while a net production of CO2 occurs in both
cases (except in the very first part of the reactor loaded with
the mechanical mixture), evidencing that CO2 production by
WGS slightly prevails with respect to CO2 consumption by the
methanol synthesis reaction.20−22,47 As a matter of fact, the
WGS rate is limited by water production, which is higher in the
hybrid configuration, resulting in a faster CO2 increase. Axial
profiles of the methanol flow rate show a trend with a

Figure 1. Hybrid (left) and mechanical mixture (right) configuration
sketches.

Table 1. Input Variables Used in the Simulations

variable value unit

Tg
0 500 K

Tcool 511 K
P0 50 bar
GHSV 1500 h−1

Lt 6 m
dt 2.565 × 10−2 m
dp 4.86 × 10−3 m
ρs,MeOH 1712 kg/m3

ρs,DME 1285 kg/m3

ξMeOH
ov 0.6

ξDME
ov 0.4

εp/τMeOH 0.123
εp/τDME 0.153
rpore,MeOH 9.7 nm
rpore,DME 11 nm

Table 2. Inlet Gas Composition

compound case A case B unit

CO 26.30 13.41 %
CO2 13.15 13.41 %
H2 52.60 65.23 %
CH4 7.95 7.95 %
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maximum, which is consistent with the intermediate nature of
methanol in the process.44 All along the axial coordinate, the
production of methanol is larger when using the mechanical
mixture (Figure 2b). This is not a consequence of a faster
methanol synthesis rate but depends on the less efficient
methanol consumption by dehydration, as shown by the molar
flow rate of DME, which increases much faster in the case of
the hybrid pellet configuration.
The axial profiles of the DME carbon yield, calculated with

eq 33, are shown in Figure 3 together with the target
equilibrium value at the coolant temperature and inlet
pressure.

Y
F

F F
2

( )DME
DME

CO CO in2

=
+ (33)

In the case of the hybrid pellet configuration, the DME yield
quickly increases in the first part of the reactor (30% DME
yield is reached at 1 m length) and then it levels off due to the
approach to the thermodynamic equilibrium. Instead, in the
case of the mechanical mixture, the yield increase is much
slower (30% DME yield at 2.7 m length). Although the
equilibrium yield is not reached in both the cases, the hybrid
pellet configuration markedly overcomes the performance of
the mechanical mixture, in line with the literature reports.21

The temperature profiles are consistent with the previous
observations. The 2D temperature map for the hybrid catalyst
configuration is plotted in Figure 4a, showing the typical
hotspot trend of exothermic processes in externally cooled

catalytic reactors. The maximum temperature occurs along the
centerline profile, which in Figure 4b is plotted for the two
different configurations.
In both cases, the temperature rapidly increases along the

axial coordinate, reaching the hotspot in the very first part of
the reactor and then gradually decreasing down to the coolant
temperature. The higher reactant conversion rate obtained
with the hybrid pellet configuration results in a faster heat
release, which in turn causes a more pronounced hotspot
temperature. As a matter of fact, the hotspot temperature in
the case of the hybrid pellet is 590 K, while in the case of the
mechanical mixture is 560 K on the MeOH catalyst and 555 K
on DME pellets. Such a difference is in line with previous

Figure 2. Axial profiles of the average specific molar flow rate of (a) reactants and (b) products with hybrid pellet (h) and mechanical mixture (m)
configurations.

Figure 3. DME carbon yield profiles with hybrid pellet and
mechanical mixture configurations.

Figure 4. (a) Catalyst 2D temperature profile in the hybrid pellet
configuration and (b) catalyst (hybrid, MeOH, and DME catalysts in
the mechanical mixture) temperature profile on the tube centerline.
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literature results obtained with 1D mathematical modeling.21

Accordingly, the mechanical mixture guarantees a better
hotspot control, which stands well below the temperature
limit value of 573 K, reported in the literature for stable
catalyst operation77,78 avoiding the deactivation due to Cu
cluster sintering.
The apparent higher catalyst activity shown by the hybrid

pellet configuration is a consequence of the impact of
intraporous mass transfer limitations, as evidenced by the
differences in the effectiveness factors in the two layouts
(Figure 5). The hybrid catalyst has a higher efficiency both in
methanol synthesis and methanol dehydration, the gap with
the mechanical mixture being more pronounced for this latter
reaction. The efficiency of methanol synthesis monotonically
grows along the axial coordinate and, in the case of the hybrid
pellet configuration, gets close to unity in proximity to the
reactor outlet, where the equilibrium approach makes the
reaction quite slow. In the case of the mechanical mixture, the
efficiency of methanol dehydration keeps very low along the
whole reactor, linearly increasing from 0.07 to 0.55 along the
axial coordinate. A similar trend was also reported by Song et
al.21 for Al2O3 dehydration catalysts operating under direct
synthesis DME conditions, at which the herein adopted kinetic
has been refitted by Ng et al.62 The reason for this behavior is
likely related to the relatively low water concentration (below
4%) with respect to that relevant to methanol dehydration in
the indirect DME synthesis process, which enhances the DME
production rate, making the diffusional limitations more
severe. On the other hand, in the case of the hybrid pellet,
the efficiency curve goes through a minimum value of 0.35 in

correspondence to the hotspot temperature, rapidly increasing
to values higher than 0.8 in the second half of the reactor.
To better understand these differences, intrapellet reaction

rate profiles are calculated using the 1D isothermal pellet
model for the cases of a hybrid catalyst, a MeOH catalyst, and
a DME catalyst, assuming identical conditions on the external
surface. The analysis also includes the cases of the “diluted”
pellet configuration that can be viewed as hybrid pellets in
which one of the catalysts is replaced by an inert solid phase. In
this way, it is possible to evaluate whether the efficiency
increase obtained with the hybrid pellet is mainly related to a
mere effect of the reciprocal dilution of the two active phases.
A pressure of 50 bar is set in the calculations together with a

temperature of 543 K and the following molar composition on
the external pellet surface: CO 20%, CO2 17.5%, H2 52.3%,
H2O 0.5%, MeOH 0.8%, DME 0.6%, and CH4 8.3%. This
composition corresponds to that typically found in the first
part of the reactor, where the reaction rates are higher, making
the effects of diffusional phenomena stronger.
The reaction rate profiles and the corresponding values of

the catalyst effectiveness factors obtained with the different
pellet configurations (pure, hybrid, and diluted) are reported in
Figure 6a,b. On the external pellet surface, in the case of the
diluted and the hybrid pellet configurations, the volumetric
rates of both methanol synthesis and methanol dehydration
reactions are lower than those of the pure pellets by a factor
equal to the dilution ratio. This has no impact on the reactor
performances since in the mechanical mixture the same
dilution factor of pellets applies to the bed scale (eq 17).
For all of the catalyst configurations, due to the progressive

decrease of reactant concentrations, the rate of the methanol

Figure 5. Catalyst pellet effectiveness factor centerline profiles for (a) methanol synthesis (b) methanol dehydration with hybrid pellet and
mechanical mixture configurations.

Figure 6. Reaction rate profiles inside catalyst pellets: (a) methanol synthesis and (b) methanol dehydration. Surface conditions: 50 bar, 543 K;
surface composition: CO 20%, CO2 17.5%, H2 52.3%, H2O 0.5%, MeOH 0.8%, DME 0.6%, CH4 8.3%.
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synthesis (Figure 6a) decreases from the outer surface to the
center of the pellet. Such a decreasing trend is stronger in the
pure catalyst pellet, resulting in the lowest efficiency value,
while it is more gradual in the case of both the hybrid and the
diluted pellets. These latter two are similar, except in the deep
core where the methanol synthesis rate goes to zero in the
diluted pellet due to the close approach to thermodynamic
equilibrium. Conversely, a significant rate is still present in the
hybrid pellet due to the law of mass action associated with
methanol consumption by the dehydration catalyst. As a result,
the effectiveness increases from 0.17 for the pure catalyst to
0.21 for the diluted one, up to 0.25 for the hybrid pellet,
indicating that dilution alone does not fully account for the
advantage associated with the hybrid pellet configuration.
The situation is completely different when the methanol

dehydration to DME is considered (Figure 6b). In this case,
the pure and the diluted catalyst pellets show similar trends:
the reaction rate rapidly decreases in the external part of the
pellet, approaching zero due to the equilibrium approach in the
core. This points out a very strong effect of the internal
diffusion limitations.
It is worth noting that the effectiveness factor of the DME

pellet catalyst is much lower than that of the MeOH catalyst,
underlining that the dehydration reaction is significantly more
limited by internal diffusion than the MeOH synthesis one. As
expected, the diluted configuration shows a 50% increase of
efficiency (0.12 vs 0.08), which is consistent with the 2.5
volumetric dilution factor adopted in the calculations.
However, such a dilution effect does not explain the high
efficiency calculated for the hybrid pellet (0.42). In this case,
due to the consecutive nature of the reaction network within
the pellet, the rate profile cannot be described according to the
typical trend of a simple diffusion-limited reaction. Accord-
ingly, the reaction rate gradually decreases along the pellet
coordinate without dropping to zero (Figure 6b).
In fact, while in the diluted and pure DME catalysts,

methanol is consumed in the external part of the pellet,
reaching a constant concentration consistent with the
thermodynamic equilibrium of the dehydration reaction, in
the hybrid pellet, the local formation of methanol thermody-
namically (and kinetically) sustains the DME production
(Figure 7a), the gradual decrease of the dehydration rate being
mainly related to the inhibiting effect of the increasing water
concentration (Figure 7b).
As a whole, the superior yield performances of the hybrid

configuration rely on the synergy between the reactions
involved in the direct DME synthesis associated with the local

interplay of the two catalysts, which enhances the effectiveness
factors. On the other hand, the higher conversion rate makes
the thermal management of the reactor more difficult. Besides,
as mentioned in Section 1, the hybrid catalyst may suffer from
deactivation due to the intimate contact between the two
active phases.26−32 The core@shell pellet configurations are
investigated in the next section as a possible tradeoff between
the different issues described above.

3.2. Core@Shell Configurations. The analysis is
performed considering the same operating conditions reported
in Table 1 and case A feed composition in Table 2. The core@
shell catalyst pellet configurations, i.e., MeOH@DME and
DME@MeOH, are analyzed and compared with the hybrid
pellet and the mechanical mixture configurations used as
benchmarks. The schematic representation of the core@shell
catalyst pellets is reported in Figure 8. It is important to remark

that, to have the same catalyst load for all of the considered
reactor configurations, all of the pellets have the same weight
and volume ratio between the MeOH and DME catalysts
(respectively 2:1 w/w and 1.5:1 v/v). Considering that the
pellets also have the same radius (rp = 2.43 mm), the internal
radius rint of the methanol catalyst core in the case of MeOH@
DME is 2.04 mm, while that of the external dehydration
catalyst shell, se, is 0.39 mm thick. However, due to the lower
volume of the dehydration catalyst, the core in the DME@
MeOH case has a radius rint = 1.80 mm and the methanol
catalyst shell is 0.63 mm thick.
Figure 9a,b shows the axial profiles of the average specific

molar flow rate of the C-containing reactants (CO, CO2) and
products (methanol and DME), respectively.
The ranking of the consumption rate of CO is as follows:

hybrid > DME@MeOH > MeOH@DME > mechanical
mixture. As previously discussed, the conversion of CO is
the fastest in the hybrid pellet configuration, thanks to the
synergy between the methanol synthesis and dehydration
reactions. Figure 9a also confirms that CO2 is not a reactant

Figure 7. (a) Methanol and (b) water concentration profiles inside the catalyst pellet (hybrid, pure dehydration, and diluted dehydration catalysts).
Surface conditions: 50 bar, 543 K; surface composition: CO 20%, CO2 17.5%, H2 52.3%, H2O 0.5%, MeOH 0.8%, DME 0.6%, CH4 8.3%.

Figure 8. Sketches of core@shell pellets (brown, MeOH catalyst;
gray, DME catalyst).
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but rather a product of the process, as demonstrated by its flow
rate that increases continuously along the axial coordinate.
Wide differences are observed in the distribution of the main

products, i.e., methanol and DME. Figure 9b shows that the
DME@MeOH catalyst exhibits the highest methanol net
production rate, with a low DME production close to that
obtained with the mechanical mixture. On the other hand, the
MeOH@DME catalyst, showing a DME formation rate similar
to the hybrid pellet together with the lowest methanol net
production rate, is highly selective to DME and widely
outperforms the mechanical mixture. The higher selectivity to
DME in the case of the MeOH@DME configuration has been
also experimentally observed in refs 19, 34, 37.
The performances of the reactor, evaluated on the basis of

the DME yield and centerline catalyst temperature, are
consistent with the previous observations. The hybrid pellet
configuration provides the maximum DME yield (Figure 10),
followed by the selective MeOH@DME core@shell config-
uration, which closely approaches the DME productivity of the
hybrid pellet at the end of the reactor.

Conversely, the DME@MeOH configuration, which is more
selective to methanol, shows a DME yield close to that
obtained with the mechanical mixture.
The temperature profiles in Figure 11 are consistent with the

CO consumption trend in Figure 9a. In fact, the enthalpy
release per mole of CO is similar for methanol and DME
production (ΔHCH3OH

0 = −90.5 kJ/molCO vs ΔHDME
0 = −104.0

kJ/molCO). Accordingly, the maximum CO consumption rate
of the hybrid pellet configuration results in the most severe

hotspot (Ths = 590 K), followed by the DME@MeOH pellet
configuration (Ths = 573 K). The lower CO conversion rate of
the MeOH@DME pellet configuration ensures a relatively
mild hotspot (Ths = 561 K), practically equal to that of the
methanol synthesis catalyst in the mechanical mixture.
Nevertheless, thanks to the high selectivity, the MeOH@
DME pellet provides a DME yield comparable to that achieved
with the hybrid pellet configuration.
As discussed in the previous section, the performance

differences between the catalyst configurations are related to
the effects of internal mass transfer limitations. In the core−
shell catalyst pellets, the significance of the catalyst
effectiveness factor is arguable since the surface where the
reference reaction rate in eq 14 is taken can be located either
on the external pellet surface or at the interface between the
two catalytic layers.
A simple analysis of intraparticle diffusion effects can be

performed by considering the effective diffusion lengths,
volume-to-surface ratios (V/S), for the different pellet
configurations, reported in Table 3. For the mechanical
mixture, considering the spherical geometry of the pellets for
both the methanol synthesis and DME synthesis catalysts, the

Figure 9. Axial profiles of the average specific molar flow rates of (a) reactants and (b) products with different catalyst configurations.

Figure 10. DME carbon yield profiles with different catalyst
configurations.

Figure 11. Catalyst temperature profile on the tube centerline with
different catalyst configurations.

Table 3. Diffusion Lengths [V/S (mm)] of Methanol
Synthesis and Methanol Dehydration Reactions in the
Different Catalyst Configurations

hybrid mechanical MeOH@DME DME@MeOH

MeOH 0.81 0.81 0.68 0.31
DME 0.81 0.19 0.60
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diffusional length is equal to dp/6. In the hybrid pellet, the
same length can be assumed for the primary methanol
synthesis reaction, whereas the definition is meaningless for
the consecutive dehydration one. In the core@shell config-
urations, 1:6 of the internal core diameter can be taken for the
corresponding reaction, whereas the ratio of the volume to the
sum of the external surface and the interface surface must be
considered in the shell, which roughly corresponds to half the
shell thickness. The DME@MeOH catalyst shows the
minimum diffusion length for the methanol synthesis, but
the DME production in the core is still strongly diffusion-
limited, resulting in high methanol production and low DME
selectivity as previously evidenced. On the other hand, the
MeOH@DME pellet minimizes the diffusion length of the
methanol dehydration reaction, resulting in the high DME
selectivity and yield as discussed above.
It is worth to remark that core@shell configurations

markedly decrease the contact surface between the two catalyst
formulations with respect to the hybrid pellets, which might
reduce the deactivation rate.27 Besides, a very thin protective
inert porous layer can be inserted between the two active layers
to further mitigate cross-migration phenomena responsible for
deactivation.35

In the next sections, the comparative analysis of the different
configurations is extended to other feed compositions and
pressures to better understand the general value of the results
reported above.
3.3. Sensitivity on Syngas Composition. To check the

sensitivity of the previous results on the quality of the feed, a
quite different syngas composition is considered (see case B in
Table 2), characterized by a low CO/CO2 ratio (CO/CO2 =
1), a stoichiometric module M = (H2-CO2)/(CO + CO2) = 2,
and the same inert molar fraction adopted in the reference
case. This new composition refers to a typical syngas obtained
from biomass gasification79 used to feed the direct DME
synthesis process including a sorption enhanced unit that,
differently from the conventional direct synthesis of DME,
requires the same stoichiometric module of methanol syn-
thesis.80,81

The DME carbon yield profile along the reactor axis is
shown in Figure 12 for the different catalyst configurations.
Notably, the performance ranking is the same obtained with
the composition used in the previous case (CO/CO2 = 2, M =
1). Indeed, the hybrid configuration maximizes the DME yield,

closely followed by MeOH@DME, while DME@MeOH and
mechanical mixture provide significantly lower yields.
The corresponding temperature profiles, reported in Figure

13, also follow the same trends as those reported in Figure 11

for the reference composition. The highest hotspot is reached
in the case of the hybrid configuration, consistently with the
maximum DME yield shown in Figure 12. However, the
DME@MeOH temperature profile closely follows, despite the
significantly lower DME yield achieved with this configuration.
On the contrary, the advantages of using the MeOH@DME
pellet is even more evident than in the previous case: the
hotspot temperature is lower than the one obtained with the
mechanical mixture, while the DME yield is larger. In general,
the temperatures are milder than those calculated with the feed
ratio CO/CO2 = 2 due to the lower heat duty associated with
the lower CO feed content and the reduced extent of the WGS
reaction.

3.4. Effect of Pressure. The effect of pressure is
investigated in the range of 30−50 bar. The same operating
conditions and reactor geometry as in the previous sections
(Table 1 and case A in Table 2) are used. The same ranking of
the DME yield catalyst configuration (hybrid > MeOH@DME
> DME@MeOH > mechanical mixture) is maintained in the
whole pressure range (Figure 14a). The DME yield increases
with pressure for all of the investigated configurations,
consistently with the increase of COx conversion (Figure
14b), which is due to an increase of the methanol synthesis
reaction kinetics and the positive effect of pressure on the
thermodynamic equilibrium (the methanol synthesis proceeds
with a decrease of the number of moles). The COx conversion
is always the largest in the case of the hybrid pellet
configuration and the lowest in the mechanical mixture,
while is almost the same using the two core@shell
configurations. On the other hand, the DME selectivity
decreases with the pressure (Figure 14c) since the kinetics of
methanol dehydration is hindered by the increase of pressure
(particularly PH2O). The DME selectivity ranking is maintained
in the whole range of pressure considered, with the MeOH@
DME being always the most selective to DME (slightly more
than hybrid), while the DME@MeOH being the least selective
one.

3.5. Effect of Methanol Synthesis/Dehydration Cata-
lyst Ratio. The effect of the MeOH/DME catalyst mass ratio
is finally investigated in the range between 1:4 and 4:1. The

Figure 12. DME carbon yield profile along the reactor axial
coordinate with different catalyst configurations using a feed with M
= 2 and CO/CO2 = 1.

Figure 13. Catalyst temperature profile on the tube centerline with
different catalyst configurations using a feed withM = 2 and CO/CO2
= 1.
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same operating conditions and reactor geometry as in the
previous section (Table 1 and case A in Table 2) are used.
The effect of the active phase distribution on the DME

carbon yield is shown in Figure 15a. The hybrid pellets
overperform all of the other configurations at each catalyst
ratio, while the worst performance is always obtained with the
mechanical mixture. The DME yield with the hybrid
configuration shows a weak maximum at 1:1 (42.9%) with a
small decrease upon increasing MeOH/DME catalyst ratio
(41.9% at 4:1) and a slightly more pronounced drop in the
other direction (40.9% at 1:4). In the case of the mechanical
mixture, the yield keeps almost the same for the 1:1 and 2:1
ratios (39.7−39.8%), while it markedly decreases for lower and
higher ratios. The trends for the core@shell configurations are
opposite: at low MeOH/DME catalyst ratios, the yield with
the MeOH@DME pellets almost overlaps with that of the

mechanical mixture, markedly increasing with MeOH/DME,
reaching an optimum at around 2:1 (41.6%), and slightly
decreasing at 4:1, getting close to that of the hybrid pellets; at
variance, in the case of DME@MeOH, the DME yield is the
same as that of the hybrid one at low MeOH/DME ratios, has
an optimum at around 1:2 (42.0%), and decreases overlapping
with that of the mechanical mixture for ratios larger than 2:1.
These trends can be explained in the light of the findings

reported in the previous section: the MeOH@DME core@
shell configuration maximizes the efficiency of the DME
catalyst (and the DME selectivity), which makes the MeOH
formation rate a limiting factor. Accordingly, the COx
conversion (Figure 15b) increases with the MeOH/DME
catalyst ratio, compensating the slight decrease of DME

Figure 14. Effect of pressure on (a) DME yield, (b) COx conversion,
and (c) DME carbon selectivity using different catalyst configurations. Figure 15. Effect of the MeOH/DME catalyst ratio on (a) DME

yield, (b) COx conversion, and (c) DME carbon selectivity using
different catalyst configurations.
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selectivity (Figure 15c), resulting in the optimum MeOH/
DME at 2:1. On the other hand, the DME@MeOH
configuration maximizes the methanol formation rate, causing
the methanol dehydration to become the limiting step at a
MeOH/DME ratio of 1:1. As a result, the COx conversion
shows a maximum at 1:1, which combined with the monotonic
decrease of DME selectivity results in the optimum MeOH/
DME ratio of around 1:2.
The effect of the MeOH/DME catalyst ratio on the hotspot

temperature is shown in Figure 16. In the investigated range,

the highest hotspot temperature is obtained with the hybrid
pellets due to the largest COx conversion (Figure 15b) and the
consequent maximum heat release. With the hybrid pellet
configuration, the hotspot increases upon increasing MeOH/
DME catalyst ratio as a consequence of (i) the volumetric rate
of methanol formation, which grows with the fraction of the
MeOH catalyst in the hybrid pellets, and (ii) the exothermicity
of methanol synthesis, which is higher than that of methanol
dehydration.
The DME@MeOH core@shell catalyst shows the opposite

trend of the hotspot temperature, which, except at 1:4,
decreases with the MeOH/DME catalyst ratio consistently and
the progressive decrease of the reactant conversion. In this
case, in fact, the dehydration step becomes so limiting to slow
down also the methanol formation rate due to the onset of
thermodynamic constraints. It is worth noting that with
catalyst ratios 1:2 and 1:4, the DME@MeOH has almost the
same hotspot temperature as the hybrid configuration,
consistently with very close conversion performances. On the
other hand, the expected trend, i.e., hotspot temperature
increasing with the MeOH/DME catalyst ratio, is observed for
both the MeOH@DME core@shell configuration and the
mechanical mixture.
It is worth noting that the high methanol formation rate

makes the hotspot temperature in the DME@MeOH
configuration higher (15−25 K) than that obtained with
MeOH@DME in the whole investigated range and particularly
at low MeOH/DME catalyst ratios.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A model analysis of the effects of active phase distribution at
the pellet scale (hybrid pellets, mechanical mixtures of pellets,
MeOH@DME and DME@MeOH core@shell pellets) in
catalytic reactors for the direct dimethyl ether synthesis is
performed. The simulation of an externally cooled multitubular

packed bed reactor is made using a 2D + 1D heterogeneous
model of a single reactor tube to carefully address the heat
transfer behavior in the presence of a strongly exothermic
process and the impact of intraparticle diffusion phenomena on
pellets of the industrial size. Benchmark catalyst formulations,
CZA for methanol synthesis and γ-Al2O3 for methanol
dehydration, are considered.
The analysis shows that both the methanol synthesis and

dehydration reactions are strongly constrained by the internal
diffusion, which limits the DME yield in the case of mechanical
mixtures of methanol synthesis and methanol dehydration
pellets. A hybrid pellet configuration minimizes the diffusion
length between methanol synthesis and methanol dehydration
active phases, thus ensuring a faster reactant conversion and a
higher DME yield. However, the faster reactivity leads to
higher hot-spots in the reactor, which might exceed the critical
temperature for CZA sintering. Besides, deactivation phenom-
ena have been reported in the literature for hybrid pellets due
to the intimate contact of the two active phases.27 The core@
shell catalyst configurations, which reduce both the diffusion
lengths and the contact surface between methanol and
dehydration active phases, have been shown to provide higher
DME yield than the mechanical mixture with lower hotspot
temperature than the hybrid pellet configuration. In particular,
simulation results show that the MeOH@DME catalyst is the
most promising, providing the maximum selectivity to DME,
which brings the DME yield comparable to that of the hybrid
catalyst while allowing to operate with hotspot temperatures
almost 30 K lower than those of the hybrid catalyst. Similar
calculated trends are obtained when changing the pressure and
syngas feed composition.
On the other hand, due to the complex reaction/diffusion

interplay, the active phase distribution markedly affects the
optimum weight ratio of the methanol synthesis to methanol
dehydration catalyst. DME@MeOH core@shell pellets require
lower relative amounts of CZA methanol synthesis catalysts
than MeOH@DME ones. Specifically, optimum MeOH/DME
catalyst ratios equal to 1:2 and 2:1 are found for the former
and the latter pellet configuration, respectively.
These results, considered together with the experimental

evidence reported in the literature42,43 on the improved
stability of core@shell catalysts, are promising in view of the
development of intensified processes for the direct DME
synthesis.
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■ NOTATION
av solid specific surface area per unit volume (m2/m3)
B0 effective catalyst permeability (m2)
Cp,g gas mixture specific heat (J/kg/K)
Cs,i molar concentration of species i in the catalyst pellet

(mol/m3)
Csurf,i molar concentration of species i on the catalyst pellet

surface (mol/m3)
dp diameter of the spherical catalyst pellet (m)
dt tube diameter (m)
Deff,i effective diffusion coefficient of species i in the solid

catalyst (m2/s)
Der,i effective radial diffusivity of species i (m2/s)
Dij binary diffusion coefficient of species i in species j (m2/

s)
Dk,i Knudsen diffusion coefficient of species i (m2/s)
Dmix,i molecular diffusion coefficient of species i (m2/s)
f i fugacity of species i (bar)
fm friction factor (−)
Fi molar flow rate of species i (mol/s)
hgs gas−solid heat transfer coefficient (W/m2/K)
hw wall heat transfer coefficient (W/m2/K)
hw,conv convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2/K)
Ji diffusional flux of species i (mol/m2/s)
kj kinetic (rate) constant of reaction j
Keq,j equilibrium constant of reaction j
Ki adsorption equilibrium constant of species i on the

catalyst
Km,i gas−solid mass transfer coefficient of species i (m/s)
Lt tube length (m)
MWg gas mixture molar weight (kg/mol)
MWi molar weight of species i (kg/mol)
NC number of components (−)
NR number of reactions (−)
Nu Nusselt number (−)
P pressure (Pa)
Pr Prandtl number (−)
R reactor radial coordinate (m)
rint core@shell pellet interface radius (m)
rp catalyst pellet radius (m)
R universal gas constant (J/mol/K)
Rj rate of reaction j (mol/kg/s)
Redp Reynolds number of a pellet particle with diameter dp

(m)

Sp catalyst pellet geometrical surface area (m2)
Sc Schmidt number (−)
Sh Sherwood number (−)
T temperature (K)
v gas velocity (m/s)
V/S diffusion length (mm)
Vp catalyst pellet volume (m3)
Wt mass flow rate per unit area (kg/m2/s)
x pellet radial coordinate (m)
yi molar fraction of species i (−)
YDME dimethyl ether carbon yield (−)
z reactor axial coordinate (m)

■ GREEK LETTERS

ΔHr,j heat of reaction j (J/mol)
ε bed void fraction (−)
εp catalyst porosity (−)
ηj,k catalyst effectiveness factor of reaction j for the catalyst

k (−)
λeff,r effective radial thermal conductivity (W/m/K)
λg gas mixture thermal conductivity (W/m/K)
λs solid catalyst thermal conductivity (W/m/K)
μg gas mixture viscosity (kg/m/s)
νij stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction j (−)
ξk volumetric fraction of catalyst k (−)
ρg gas mixture density (kg/m3)
ρs,k solid catalyst bulk density (kg/m3)
τ catalyst tortuosity (−)
υi diffusional volume of species i (cm3/mol)
ωi mass fraction of species i (−)
ωsurf,i mass fraction of species i in the catalyst surface phase

(−)

■ SUPERSCRIPTS AND SUBSCRIPTS

0 reactor inlet condition
av average
eff effective
cool coolant
g gas phase
hs hotspot
i i-species (i = CO, CO2, H2, H2O, MeOH, DME, CH4)
j j-reaction
k k-catalyst phase (k = MeOH, DME)
ov overall
s solid phase
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